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Climate-driven trends in ocean temperature and primary productivity are projected
to differ greatly across the globe, triggering variable levels of concern for marine
biota and ecosystems. Quantifying these changes, and the complex ways in which
resource-dependent communities will need to respond, is inherently difficult. Existing
uncertainty about the structure, function and responses of marine ecosystems, means
that a multi-model or ensemble model approach is the most prudent means of
assessing the potential ecosystem responses to climate change. In this study, climateecological projections of 13 marine ecosystem models for regions around Australia
were evaluated. Model types included dynamic food web, spatial whole of ecosystem,
intermediate complexity, species distribution, and size spectrum models and were
all forced by high-resolution ocean model data. Each Australian region and fishery
will face its own challenges in terms of ecosystem shifts and fisheries management
responses over the next 30 years. Across regions, demersal systems appear to be more
strongly affected by climate change than pelagic systems, with invertebrate species in
shallow waters likely to respond first and to a larger degree. With the assistance of
qualitative confidence evaluations, the multi-model approach was useful for identifying
the likely state of concern for each functional group and thus adaptive management
and research priorities. Largest model discrepancies were found between the regional
ecosystem models that represent trophic interactions and the species distribution
models, with implications for future assessments and adaption planning. Study results
highlight that fisheries and their management will need to foster pro-active and flexible
adaptation options to make the most of coming opportunities and to minimize risks or
negative outcomes.
Keywords: forecasting, climate change, model uncertainty, fisheries management, adaptive management,
ensemble modeling
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the Fisheries Inter-Model Comparison Project (Fish-MIP) in
terms of functional group and species level effects at the global
(Tittensor et al., 2018; Lotze et al., 2019) and ocean basin
(Bryndum-Buchholz et al., 2019) scales. Within both Fish-MIP
and national agencies, there are also a growing number of studies,
particularly in the Northern hemisphere, being undertaken using
the multi-model approach to project local or regional-scale
climate driven changes at the species or functional level (e.g.
Pacific sardine in the California current; Kaplan et al., 2019).
Australia’s marine environment encompasses sub-polar to
tropical zones. Two of the world’s most rapidly warming
ocean areas are located in the south-east and south-west, and
even outside these regions, the tropical waters of Australia
are warming at almost twice the global average (Lough and
Hobday, 2011; Hobday and Pecl, 2014). Australia has a rich
history of ecosystem modeling and many ecosystem models,
using various modeling platforms, have been developed over
the last two decades such that they collectively cover most of
the Australian coastline (Figure 1). These models were built
for varying purposes but are being increasingly used to provide
information in support of EAFM (Brown et al., 2010; Fulton
et al., 2011a; Smith et al., 2017). Key examples include the use
of a spatial whole of ecosystem model (Atlantis) as a tool for
evaluating alternative management strategies for the Southern
and Eastern Scalefish and Shark Fishery (SESSF), where model
projections were used to restructure the fisheries (Fulton et al.,
2014). Dynamic food web models (using the Ecopath with Ecosim
(EwE) framework) of the Northern Prawn Fishery have been
used to evaluate spatial management options for the Marine
Stewardship Certified high value fishery (Dichmont et al., 2013).
Lastly, statistical fit bespoke Models of Intermediate Complexity
of Ecosystems (MICE) are being used to inform strategic thinking
about management of tropical beche-de-mer, prawn and lobster
fisheries (Plagányi et al., 2014, 2019).
The aim of this study was to use 13 different ecosystem
models to assess the likely state of concern for Australia’s fisheries
stocks under projected climate change and to report the level
of confidence in our ecosystem projections. To achieve this, we
run ecosystem projections to 2050 using ocean model projections
for the Australian region and the Commonwealth fisheries and
explored the single and combined effects of climate change and
fisheries. Commonwealth fisheries are those managed at a federal
Australia wide level, (typically) from three nautical miles offshore
to the boundary of the Australian Fishing Zone (200 nautical
miles offshore), as well as Australian boats fishing on the high
seas. A novel framework was developed to assess confidence
in the robustness of climate-mediated biomass projections by
accounting for uncertainty from multiple sources (the ocean
model, ecosystem model, and data). We focus on ecological
projections over the short to medium term (between 2020 and
2050) as this is the scale most relevant to industry and climaterisk management and adaptation planning. It is also a period for
which a high degree of overlap occurs in the various greenhouse
gas emissions scenarios used in future climate projection such
as the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5 IPCC;
Van Vuuren et al., 2011). The information generated from this
study is of relevance to Australian and international fishers

INTRODUCTION
Globally, marine ecosystems are in a period of rapid change
with predicted climate effects reducing our confidence in the
outcomes from continued existing management actions. There is
substantial evidence of climate change affecting the distribution,
abundance and size of both target and non-target species
around the globe in tropical, temperate and polar environments
(Hobday and Pecl, 2014) and at time scales relevant to current
management and strategic planning (Allison and Bassett, 2015;
Busch et al., 2016; Sheaves et al., 2016). While some species or
populations will be highly sensitive to ocean warming, others
will be much more tolerant and adaptive, meaning there will be
winners, losers, and potential surprises (Fulton, 2011; Dutkiewicz
et al., 2013). Changes at the sub-population level can modify
communities and ecosystems, which in turn feedback to affect
individuals of many species. Therefore, industries and managers
will need to be strategic and structured in their approach
to adaptive planning in ways that will minimize losses and
maximize opportunities that might arise from climate change
(Norman-López et al., 2011; Pecl et al., 2017). Ideally this
would involve taking a climate-informed, ecosystem approach to
fisheries management (EAFM), which encourages conservation
and sustainable use of the whole ecosystem (Heenan et al., 2015).
Marine ecosystem and multi-species models attempt to
represent links between species, either through feeding or
habitat use, as well as human activities and natural variability
influencing the system. These models are particularly useful tools
for synthesizing and extending scientific understanding of how
the ecosystems function. The models also offer a strategic tool
for managers of natural resources where they can explore the
potential consequences of human or environmental impacts and
test potential solutions. Increasingly, ecosystem models are used
to distinguish the effects of climate change and fishing on entire
ecosystems as well as on individual species or groups of species
(Plagányi et al., 2011). Global model simulations of direct and
indirect effects of climate change suggest that over a large spatial
scale, bulk fisheries yields will be reduced (Cheung et al., 2010;
Sumaila et al., 2011; Blanchard et al., 2012; Free et al., 2019).
Best practice for utilizing ecosystem models in support of
EAFM is suggested as a multi-model (or ensemble) approach
where at least two models, developed independently and that
use different frameworks, are compared to make sure underlying
process biases or structural assumptions are not skewing model
results (Spence et al., 2018). Direct comparisons across many
regional and global models are inherently difficult due to the
way that different models are structured and function (Payne
et al., 2016). However, the multi-model approach has proven
useful to demonstrate the potential range in outcomes and
the level of confidence that is associated with each of the
different model projections (Cheung et al., 2016a; Barange et al.,
2018; Hollowed et al., 2020). Close agreement between model
outputs offers enhanced confidence in model outcomes while
disagreement can be used to flag the need for more targeted
information. Within a climate context, most effort to date around
ensemble projections has been in terms of bulk (total systemlevel) changes in biomasses, though more is being done through
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FIGURE 1 | Map showing the regional ecosystem model domains and the 5 assessment regions. The two global modeling platforms are not shown on the map
though extracted outputs for each assessment region within the Australian Economic Exclusion Zone (EEZ).

these models was originally designed for a specific question or
purpose and as such often focuses on particular components
of the ecosystem.
Regional models, using the Atlantis, EwE or MICE platforms,
have been implemented for specific Australian marine
ecosystems (Figure 1 and Table 2), with the combined set
covering much of Australia’s coastline: Great Barrier Reef,
Coral Sea, Gulf of Carpentaria, Northwest Shelf, Ningaloo Reef
(Gascoyne coast), southwest Australia (Jurien Bay), North east
Australia (Torres Strait), Great Australian Bight, and the entire
southeast Australia. This geographic extent also spans all of
Australia’s major marine continental ecosystem types from
sub-polar to tropical.
Outputs from two global models, which contributed
global-scale climate simulations to the Fisheries Inter-Model
Comparison Project (Fish-MIP; Tittensor et al., 2018), were
obtained for the Australian EEZ. Mean outputs from the global
models were extracted for each of the 5 assessment regions:
(1) South East Australia, (2) Western Australia; (3) North
West Australia, (4) Gulf of Carpentaria; and (5) North East
Australia (Figure 1).
Four hundred and sixty five species or functional groups
were assessed from the 11 regional ecosystem models around

and fisheries managers looking to incorporate climate change
adaptation measures and strategies into existing plans.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ecosystem Modeling Platforms
We used thirteen extant ecosystem models across five published
and validated modeling platforms to provide a wide coverage of
the Australian Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) (Table 1). This
set included five different modeling platforms and approaches: a
dynamic and spatially explicit whole of ecosystem model, Atlantis
(Fulton et al., 2011b; Audzijonyte et al., 2019), a dynamic massbalanced EwE model (Christensen and Walters, 2004; Colléter
et al., 2015), a statistically data-fitted MICE (Plagányi et al.,
2014), a community size spectrum model (Blanchard et al.,
2012), and an ensemble of species-based distribution models
called dynamic bioclimate envelope models (DBEM, Cheung
et al., 2009). Greater details of these modeling approaches
are provided in Supplementary Material 1. These modeling
platforms vary greatly in their assumptions, structure (number
of functional groups, size or age classes represented) and the level
of spatio-temporal and ecological complexity (Table 2). Each of
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Model
framework

Main
assumption

Key processes
considered

Climate
drivers

Level of complexity

Spatial

Temporal

Taxa

Attributes
tracked

Calibration
method

Scale suitability

Biogeochemical cycles,
animal movements
(including migrations),
life-history, habitat
dependency,
environmental tolerance
and physiologically
mediated responses,
trophic interactions

Temp,
Salinity

High (3D, multiple
spatial boxes vertical layers)

High (12 h)

Moderate (groups)

Biomass, body
size, condition,
distribution,
phenology, fisheries
yields

Pattern-oriented
simultaneous but
heuristic calibration
to produce
plausible
spatiotemporal
dynamics or fit to
observations; uses
a data pedigree
approach to tune
most uncertain
parameters

Ecosystem-level,
regional-level,
fisheries species
(ideally for data-rich
species, but can be
extended to data
poor using general
ecological
principles)

Ecopath with
Ecosim (EwE)

Massbalanced,
species-based
food web
model

Trophic interactions,
energy flow

PP

Low (whole
domain)

Moderate
(seasonal)

Moderate (groups)

Biomass, fisheries
yields

Fitting to biomass,
catches by tuning
predator
vulnerabilities
based on data
pedigree

Ecosystem-level,
regional-level,
fisheries (data-rich
species)

Models of
Intermediate
Complexity of
Ecosystems
(MICE)

Statistically
fitted
species-based
model

Population dynamics,
focus on key
species-specific
processes such as
trophic interactions and
environmental drivers

Temp

Low (whole
domain)

Low (annual)

High (species)

Biomass,
numbers-at-age,
fisheries yields

Statistically fitted to
data

Regional-level,
fisheries (data poor
and preferably rich
species)

Size spectrum
model (dynamic
benthicpelagic)

Mechanistic,
coupled
benthic-pelagic
community size
spectrum

Body size scaling,
coupled trophic
interactions between
pelagic and benthic
pathways

Temp, PP

High (10◦ grid- no
vertical)

Low (annual)

Low (3 groups, 1
biomass pool)

Biomass density

Based on
empirical-ecological
relationships and
parameters.
Previously verified
against ecological
theory and global
fisheries catches at
country scale.

System-level

Species
distribution or
dynamic
bioclimate
envelope

Mechanistic,
statistical fitted,
species-based
model

Spatial ranges, habitat
dependency,
environmental tolerance
and physiology
mediated responses

Temp

High (10◦ grid- no
vertical)

Low (annual)

High (species)

Relative
abundance,
distribution, body
size

Statistical
correlative
relationships

Global-level,
fisheries (data-rich
species)
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Temp, temperature; PP, primary productivity.
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Deterministic,
species-based
and size/age
structured,
whole system
model

4

Atlantis
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TABLE 1 | Summary of the main differences between the five model frameworks used to examine ecosystem responses to climate and fishing management drivers.
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TABLE 2 | Summary of the regional and global ecosystem models used in this project to examine ecosystem responses to climate change and fisheries. NA indicates
that fishing was not directly included.
Model
framework

Model name

Model domain

Atlantis

SEAust

EwE

NEMO
EBS
GAB
Ningaloo
NWS
JB
NPF
ETBF

Region

Main
purpose

Fishing
effort

Functional
groups

Fished
groups

South East
Australia

1

F, E

Constant,
Dynamic

64

36

Great Barrier Reef
Eastern Bass Strait
Great Australian
Bight
Ningaloo
North West Shelf
Jurien Bay Marine
Park
Gulf of Carpentaria
Eastern Tuna &
Billfish Fishery
Global; Australian
EEZ box

5
1
2

E
E, F
R, E

Constant
Constant
Constant

62
59
75

29
46
44

2
3
2

R
E
E

Constant
Constant
Constant

53
36
82

40
26
33

4
5

F
F

Constant
Constant

53
41

42
30

Fulton et al., 2011b
Bulman, 2006, 2008
Lozano-Montes et al.,
2011, 2013
Bustamante et al., 2011
Griffiths et al., 2010

1−5

E, F

Constant

6

NA

Blanchard et al., 2012

1−5

E

Constant

138

NA

Cheung et al., 2009

4

F

Constant,
Dynamic

1

1

Size spectrum

DBPM

Species
distribution

DBEM-(IPSL,
MPIMR, GFDL)

Global; Australian
EEZ

MICE

Lobster
subcomponent

Torres Strait

Key references

Fulton et al., 2011a; Fulton
and Gorton, 2014; Fulton
et al., 2016
Hutton et al., 2017
Bulman et al., 2002
Fulton et al., 2018b

Plagányi et al., 2014, 2019

E, Ecological understanding; F, fisheries management scenarios; R, Other resource management (including industry).

shelf sea models with fishing mortality rates of 0.2 year−1
producing catches in broad agreement with empirical timeaveraged country-level EEZ estimates from the Sea Around Us
Project (Blanchard et al., 2012). Size-dependent growth rates
were consistent with the empirical estimates by Pauly (1980)
(Blanchard et al., 2012). DBPM produced relative biomass change
close to the multi-model mean of (Lotze et al., 2019) which
were shown to be consistent with the temperature-dependent
hindcasts of Maximum Sustainable Yield for 235 assessed fish
stocks after controlling for fishing effects (Free et al., 2019; Lotze
et al., 2019).
For the dynamic bioclimate envelope model, global fisheries
catch data from the Sea Around Us project (Pauly et al., 2020)
contributed to the determination of the baseline biogeography
of the exploited marine species. Moreover, simulated maximum
catch potential for historical time period from the model was
shown to be significantly correlated with the reported fisheries
catch data, providing additional confidence on the model outputs
(Cheung et al., 2009, 2016c).

Australia. This equates to representing in total 294 harvested
groups and 52 threatened, endangered and protected species
(TEPs), and a significant proportion of non-target bycatch
species. A further 6 trophic size-based and system level groups
were assessed using the output from the global benthic-pelagic
size spectrum model and 138 species were assessed by the
ensemble of dynamic bioclimate envelope models. While the
complete set of species represented (either individually or within
functional groups) is well short of the more than 600 species that
interact with Australian fisheries, it incorporates the major target
species and the interactions between them either individually or
within ecological functional groups.

Fisheries Data and Forcing
The regional ecosystem models were updated and re-calibrated
with fisheries data on catches, discards and effort obtained from
both State and Commonwealth fisheries for the 2006 to 2016
period. In all regional models, fishing fleets were distinguished
by gear-type and target species and projections were made
using constant fishing mortality or effort of 2016. All harvested
groups or species were assigned according to nine Australian
Commonwealth fisheries including the SESSF, Small Pelagic
Fishery (SPF), Northern Prawn Fishery (NPF), Eastern and
Western Tuna and Billfish Fishery (ETBF and WTBF), Southern
Bluefin Tuna Fishery (SBTF), Torres Strait Rock Lobster Fisheries
(TSRLF), and Bass Strait Central Zone Scallop Fishery (BSCZSF).
For the global benthic-pelagic size spectrum model (DBPM)
fishing was not included and therefore the model outputs
reported here represent relative changes in the unexploited
biomass of pelagic and benthic consumers under climate
forcing only. Previously, DBPM was calibrated for the North
Sea (Blanchard et al., 2009) and globally using regional

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Climate Model Projections
The climate projection used to force the environmental
conditions for each regional model was derived from the Ocean
Forecasting Australia Model version 3 (OFAM-v3) downscaling
simulations which used the IPCC RCP8.5 high emissions or “no
mitigation” greenhouse gas emission scenarios. The atmospheric
forcing of the ocean model comes from the multi-model mean
of the CMIP5 climate projections under the RCP8.5 scenario
(Feng et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). The OFAM-v3 model
was coupled to a biogeochemical model representing nutrient
flows and plankton components of the ocean food web to
produce patterns of primary productivity, nutrient cycling and
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species and functional groups within Atlantis respond to these
conditions – both through physiological rates (e.g. growth) that
are conditioned on ambient temperatures, salinity, oxygen and
pH levels and via modifying spatial distributions if conditions
were beyond their tolerance.
The other regional ecosystem models (EwE and MICE) had
coarser temporal and (vertical and horizontal) spatial resolution.
For these models, mean monthly surface (0−5 m) values of
climate data were extracted from the gridded data for the specific
area of the regional model. Forcing time series were calculated
as appropriate for the specific model. In EwE models, primary
producers were forced using the time series of OFAM primary
productivity anomalies, which then fed up through the food web.
MICE models can be forced with a range of physical drivers (e.g.
Tulloch et al., 2019), but the MICE subcomponent used here was
forced with monthly temperature only because it was considered
the key driver of growth and mortality for lobsters in the relatively
shallow well-mixed Torres Strait region.

carbon fluxes that are consistent with observations. The OFAMv3 simulations provided high-resolution (10 km, 0.1◦ ) projection
of the future ocean state with outputs that resolved important
oceanographic features (e.g. eddies) and ocean state variables
including sea surface temperature (◦ C), sea surface salinity
(PSU), phytoplankton (mmol N m−3 ), primary productivity
(mmol C m−2 ), phosphate (nmol m−3 ), base oxygen levels,
aragonite saturation, and current flows. For this study, we used
two different atmospheric forcings of OFAM-v3 over the 2006
to 2101 period: (1) a high “no mitigation” emission scenario
(RCP8.5) where the atmospheric forcings are derived from the
CMIP5 multi-model mean, and (2) a control scenario where
the atmospheric forcings are based on present-day conditions
(Zhang et al., 2017). We used the difference between the RCP8.5
and control scenarios to determine the future climate change.
Monthly climate data with spatial resolution of 0.1◦ (∼10 km)
was stored for use in forcing the ecosystem models.
The two global ecosystem models were not forced by
the OFAM-v3 model, instead they were forced by climate
simulations generated from the ensemble of global Earth system
models used within the CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012) under
the framework of the Fisheries and Marine Ecosystems Impact
Models Intercomparison Project (FishMIP) (Tittensor et al.,
2018). More specifically FishMIP used the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory Climate Model (GFDL-ESM2M, 60), the
Institute Pierre Simon Laplace Climate Model (IPSL-CM5ALR, 61) and the Max Planck Institute Mixed Resolution model
(MPIMR). For the benthic-pelagic size-spectrum model, climate
change projections were run by linking the lower end of the
pelagic consumer size spectrum to small and large phytoplankton
biomass time-series from the IPSL-CM5A-LR model only. The
benthic consumer size spectrum was linked to time series
estimates of near seafloor detritus obtained through sinking rates
of primary producers and depth in each grid cell of the ocean.
The size-dependent feeding rates in the pelagic and benthic
size spectra were forced by average water column and near
seafloor temperature, respectively. For the dynamic bioclimate
envelope model, growth, body size, mortality, larval dispersal,
adult movement and carrying capacity of the habitat of each
studied species are functions of annual average ocean conditions
including temperature, oxygen level, salinity, ocean advection
and net primary production over the simulation timeframe
(Cheung et al., 2016a).

Projecting Biomass Changes to Climate
Change and Fishing
Control and climate forcing files were applied for a projection
period of 40 years, from 2010 to 2050. The two Atlantis models
were run for at least 10−20 years prior to the projection period
of each simulation which is standard protocol for Atlantis as
it allows for consistent model ‘burn-in’ so that transient effects
of the initial conditions in the system do not unduly influence
the projections (Pethybridge et al., 2019) and so that historically
realistic biomasses are present at the start of the projection
period. For the MICE and EwE models, observation data was
used for at least 10 years before the projection period so that the
short-term historical trajectories were reproduced ensuring the
ecosystems were conditioned to the correct biomasses rather than
assuming an equilibrium state.
To evaluate the short and medium-term impacts of climate
change, the series of 5-year averages of model-derived biomass
and fisheries catches were calculated and normalized relative to
the values in 2010. These averages were used rather than snapshot
values so that there was not undue influence of inter-annual
variation (i.e., the results were not skewed by the coincidence of a
“poor” year within a reporting window).
To look at the impact of climate change alone (and not
the combined effects of fishing and climate), the output for
the RCP8.5 emission scenario was calculated relative to the
values from the control scenario (present-day fishing and climate
state). For the global benthic-pelagic size spectrum and dynamic
bioclimate envelope models, biomass changes under RCP8.5
were analyzed relative to historical average biomass across 1990–
1999 (reference period) without the requirement of a control
run simulation. Both global models were initialized until the
simulation outputs stabilized before making forward projections.
Three different anomalies were calculated to examine relative
changes in biomass at a given time period (Xt ):
(i) Combined impacts of climate change
and fisheries

Xt,r −X2010 )
(
· 100
projection = RCP8.5 scenario =

Regional Forcing Files
Depending on the type of ecosystem model, daily to monthly
climate forcing files were created by extracting and interpolating
the climate variables (described above) to the geometry of
the ecosystem model. Atlantis models were forced with an
interpolated times series of forcing data of daily temperature,
salinity and currents (oceanographic exchanges). To do this, the
original monthly climate data was overlaid onto the geometry of
the Atlantis models to extract mean monthly climate values for
each spatial box and horizontal layer in the model domain. Where
there were no climate data, the average of the adjacent box values
in the appropriate layer was used. The monthly value per box
and layer was then interpolated to create daily forcing data. The
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where Xt,r is the value for that group at time t in the RCP8.5
scenario:
(ii) Fisheries impacts only projection
(for regional
ecosystem


X −X
models only) = Control scenario = ( t,c 2010 ) · 100

by three Earth system models (Cheung et al., 2016b). The results
per species were averaged across the three models to give the
final ensemble estimate of the impacts of climate change in
terms of shifts in abundance. For the regional Atlantis model,
uncertainty within model projections was explicitly accounted
for by making subtle changes to multiple productivity and
food web parameterizations. The parameter sets used were
bounded so that they were constrained only to sets that produced
plausible modeled systems given the available data and alternative
possible system structures (based on a pattern-oriented modeling
approach given in Kramer-Schadt et al., 2007). As outlined in
Fulton and Gorton (2014), the alternative diet structure was
expanded to allow for diets with the potential for the level of
variability observed in the North Sea and on Georges Bank over
the last century. All alternative parameterizations were then all
carried forward in the simulations for both the dynamic and fixed
(constant) fishing versions of Atlantis-SEAust. The differences in
the results between the model variants were used to examine the
robustness of model results.
Uncertainty within and among the ecosystem models was
translated into a qualitative evaluation of model confidence (low –
medium – high; Figure 3). This confidence had two components –
uncertainty due to the data amount and quality used in creating
the model and uncertainty around model structure. For data
uncertainty, where possible this was judged based on how well
the “now” state (abundance and distributions) or historical
trajectories matched available data. If this was not possible then
model developers used expert judgment to rank the level of
confidence in the projected species responses. In doing this
the modelers considered the amount and quality of data used
for model parameterization and calibration of each functional
group or species. This included data directly relevant to the
species (such as biological rates, diets and mortality levels), but
in some models also included processes (such as environmental
or habitat-mediated response functions) that influence species
abundance or distribution. Process uncertainty was also assessed
based on the fit to data and was treated as distinct from model
structural uncertainty (explained below).
For the regional ecosystem models, the data uncertainty
comparisons were primarily based on how well modeled biomass
and catch trajectories matched the available data. Where there
were no or limited data, and particularly where there were
insufficient time-series of biomass or catch data with which to
constrain the model and improve its performance, functional
group responses were classified as having high data uncertainty.
Species for which modelers used a large amount of relevant
data, including fitting outputs to historical time-series data,
were judged as having low data uncertainty. For the dynamic
bioclimate envelope model, simulated distribution maps for
a particular species were visually assessed by comparing the
“now state” of their distributions with distributional maps
from the Codes for Australian Aquatic Biota1 . Modeled species
maps that corresponded well with the known distribution were
ranked low to low-medium data uncertainty (this was roughly
half of the modeled species). A medium rank was assigned

X2010

where Xt,c is the value for that group at time t in the control
scenario:
 (iii) Climate change

 impacts only projection =
RCP8.5− Control
RCP8.5− Control
·
100
−
· 100
Control
Control
t

2010

For each regional model, we assessed the likely state of concern
of all functional groups and species (negligible – low – moderate –
high) based on: (1) sensitivity – the magnitude and direction of
their projected rates of biomass change to the climate change
impacts only scenario, and (2) response type – differences in
the direction and sensitivity between projections of the RCP8.5
and control scenarios (Figure 2). For the sensitivity assessment
of climate impacts only, we used 7 incremental changes of
10% as smaller changes may constitute normal inter-annual or
regional variation. For the response type, functional groups were
assigned to one of 7 groups based on the magnitude and direction
of biomass trends (using incremental changes of 20%) for the
combined impacts of climate change and fisheries projection
relative to the fisheries impact only projection (Figure 2).
This included divergent responses in which climate change and
fisheries projections are in an opposite direction to that of
fisheries impacts only; stable projections where biomass trends of
both the combined impacts and fisheries impacts only projections
are similar (with differences <20%); enhanced response in which
biomass changes are in the same direction but are heightened
in magnitude under climate change; and dampened responses
where biomass changes are in the same direction but where the
magnitude is lower under climate change. For the global benthicpelagic size spectrum and dynamic bioclimate envelope models,
a stable response type was assumed.

Ecosystem Model Comparisons and
Uncertainty
Inter-regional and global model projections of relative biomass
trajectories were compared where there were taxonomic
agreement and fisheries or spatial overlap. Such comparisons
were relatively simple between the regional models but more
challenging between the regional and global models due
to differing taxonomic resolutions. Outputs of the dynamic
bioclimate envelope model were compared where species could
be matched specifically or to the group level (where the species
was the strongest representative of the regional model group).
Outputs from the global benthic-pelagic size spectrum model
were compared with relative trends of aggregated biomass of
different species and functional groups in regional models,
to determine whether the regional directions of change were
consistent with larger-scale relative changes in unexploited
biomass under climate forcing alone.
Uncertainty was quantified in three ecosystem models –
the two regional Atlantis SEAust models and the ensemble of
dynamic bioclimate envelope models (DBEM). For the DBEM,
the uncertainty was reduced by using the mean outputs driven
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Definitions of different responses types based on differences between biomass trends under the fisheries impacts only (control scenario) and the
combined impacts of climate change and fisheries (RCP8.5 scenario) between 2045 and 2050. Response types in gray were classified as stable responses as they
too represent a <20% difference in biomass. (B) Assessment of the level and type of likely state of concern for functional groups were based on classification of (1)
sensitivity or scale and direction of relative biomass changes to the climate change only scenario, and (2) the response type. Dampened response may appear to sit
out of order, but this is because of their response to climate alone is in the opposite direction to their combined response.

with observed distributions were initially ranked as high data
uncertainty, but ultimately these nine species were removed
from further analysis as they had grossly incorrect spatial
distributions or because the species did not actually occur
in Australia.
Model structural uncertainty of the different modeling
frameworks used was also ranked (low – medium – high)
according to the degree of taxonomic and spatial-temporal
resolution and representation of ecological processes (trophic
interactions, dispersal, phenology, habitat associations and
socioeconomics) considered most important to inferring climatemediated changes in productivity. Higher model uncertainty
rankings were given to Ecosim model implementations that
have low spatial and temporal resolution and are largely
determined by trophic interactions. Medium ranking was
given to the dynamic bioclimate envelope models that have
high spatial and temporal resolution and are driven by
temperature, but lack the inclusion of trophic mechanisms.
Finally, lower rankings were given to the MICE model
application focused on key drivers of the population dynamics
and environmental tolerances of a targeted species of interest
and to Atlantis model applications that represent a greater
number of ecological processes and have high spatial and
temporal resolution.

where some part of the observed geographic distribution was
missing or incorrect (this was the case for 40% of the modeled
species). Species where there was significant disagreement

FIGURE 3 | Evaluation of confidence in ecosystem model climate projections
based on expert judgment of (1) data uncertainty considering data availability,
quality and fitting, and (2) model structural uncertainty reflecting the climate
drivers and spatial and processes resolution of different model frameworks.
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between 40 and 60%. The groups projected to decline in
biomass >60% in response to both climate change and fishing
in 2045−2050 included demersal fish, dogfish sharks, rock
lobster (SE Australia), reef-associated zoobenthic fish, corals
and sponges, seagrass associated carnivores, and squid (W
Australia), prawns, crabs, and small sharks (GoC) and turtles,
seabirds, swordfish and tuna (NE Australia) (Supplementary
Table 1). Under the climate change impacts scenario, only 3
groups declined > 60% including turtles and shelf Lutjanids
and 13 groups decline between 40 and 60% including seabirds,
whales, dugongs, small pelagic and shelf fish, and Carangids
(Supplementary Table 1). Groups projected to show the
largest increases in relative biomass under the climate impact
scenario included jack mackerel, anchovy and demersal shelf
fish (SE Australia), crabs and bugs, squid, and spantangoids
(W Australia), small tunas and shelf Serranids (NW Australia),
prawns and crabs (GoC) and lobsters and squid (NE Australia)
(Supplementary Table 2).
There were 55 and 20 groups that showed enhanced negative
and enhanced positive responses respectively (same direction but
larger rates of change under climate change than fisheries) while a
further 28 and 88 groups showed negative and positive divergent
response patterns (Figure 4A). The assessment of the likely state
of concern indicated that there were 13 groups of high negative
concern (with > 40% sensitivity and divergent or enhanced
negative responses) and 3 groups of high positive concern
(Supplementary Table 3). Listed among the groups of most
likely concern with respects to negative climate change impacts
included small pelagic fish (medium confidence), pelagic and deep
demersal sharks (medium confidence), piscivorous fish (medium
confidence), and bight redfish (low to medium confidence) in SE
Australia; dhufish and pink snapper (medium to high confidence)
in SW-W Australia; and large sharks and marlin (medium
confidence) in NE Australia. TEP species of highest negative
concern (with medium to high confidence) included albatrosses,
bottlenose dolphins, and penguins (SE Australia), dolphins and
dugongs (W Australia), dugongs (N Australia), and seabirds,
leatherback and green turtles (NE Australia). In the medium
term (2030−2035), groups of higher negative concern included
lobster (high confidence), morwong and gummy shark (medium
to high confidence) (SE Australia), reef associated zooplankton
feeders (low confidence) and lutjanids (medium confidence) (W
Australia), all the prawn species (medium confidence) (GoC), and
swordfish and sailfish (low to medium confidence) (NE Australia).
Groups or species of highest positive concern from climate
change impacts (with positive enhanced or divergent responses
and large increases in relative biomass) included small and large
pelagic fishes (anchovy, sardine and tuna) in the SE Australia
(medium to high confidence), shallow demersal fish and trevallies
in Western Australia (medium confidence), tunas, rays, sweetlip
and red emperors in NW Australia (low to medium confidence),
and bigeye tuna and squid in NE Australia (medium confidence).
Time-series plots for each functional group are provided for each
model in a technical report (Fulton et al., 2018a2 ).

Our model comparisons approach, along with a qualitative
assessment of model confidence, provides a more informative
reflection on the associated uncertainty around potential
outcomes, cognizant of underlying model assumptions that may
influence the results and conclusions.

RESULTS
Temperature and Productivity
Projections in Different Regional Model
Domains
There was a high degree of temporal variability in sea surface
temperatures (SST) and primary production projections of the
Australian OFAM-v3 model for both the control and RCP8.5
scenarios. Under the RCP8.5 scenario, the mean change across
all the model domains between 2010−2015 and 2045−2050 was
+0.8◦ C for SST, while integrated primary productivity declined
by 5.8%. However, there were notable regional patterns for both
variables and high interannual variability for primary production
projections for most regions (Table 3). Slightly larger increases
in SST by 2050 were observed in the South East Australia region
(+1.0◦ C) than in the Western Australia region (+0.8◦ C). Mean
differences in primary productivity between the control and
RCP8.5 scenarios were projected to be largest for the Great
Australian Bight (GAB) EwE model domain and the smallest for
the Eastern Bass Strait (EBS) EwE model domain, with an average
decline of 34% and 2% respectively (Table 3). Inter-annual
variability was also largest for the EwE-GAB model domain and
was lowest for the North West Shelf (NWS) EwE model domain.

Regional Model Outputs
The climate change impacts scenario resulted in a range of
responses for total consumer biomass, and biomass of ecological
groups in the different modeled regions and fisheries (Table 3).
By 2050, climate change was predicted to negatively impact, to
varying degrees, all functional groups in the EwE-ETBF model
(NE Australia region). In contrast, most groups in the EwENingaloo (Western Australia) models responded positively. The
least sensitive model (i.e., with the smallest deviation from zero
change in average biomass) was the EwE-EBS model while the
most sensitive model was the EwE-NPF model. The threatened,
endangered or protected (TEP) species, including mostly marine
mammals and seabirds but also turtles, were projected to be the
most impacted ecological group from climate change in most
regions. Pooled invertebrate and demersal fish and shark groups
typically saw greater declines than pooled pelagic fish and shark
groups, particularly in Western Australia.
Across all the regional models, more than half the examined
functional groups (328 of the total 678) were predicted to be
relatively stable and unaffected by the RCP8.5 (combined climate
change and fisheries impacts) scenario, with changes between
−20 and 20% from initial biomasses (Figure 4). There were
186 groups that showed biomass increases, and 51 groups that
showed biomass declines, of between 20 and 40%. A further
15 and 46 groups showed positive and negative changes of
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TABLE 3 | Relative percentage changes (mean standard deviation with minimum and maximum values provided in parentheses) in regional climate and ecosystem
model projections averaged over model domains between 2010 and 2050. Climate model projections of temperature or primary productivity (highlighted in gray)
represent mean differences between control and RPC8.5 scenarios. Biomass changes of ecological groups represent anomalies for the climate change impact only
scenario. Colored values match the color used to represent different ecosystem models in the same column.
Regions
Ecosystem models

Temperature

South East Australia

Western Australia

Noth West Australia

Gulf of Carpentaria

North East Australia

Atlantis-SEAust,
EwE-EBS

EwE-GAB,
EwE-Ningaloo,
EwE-JB

EwE-NWS

EwE-NPF
MICE-Lobster

Atlantis-NEMO
EwE-ETBF

3.5 ± 1.4 (0.4 to 56)

3.1 ± 1.3 (0.7 to 5.4)

Primary productivity

2.3 ± 1.8 (−0.6 to 5.9)
−1.7 ± 6 (−15 to 10)

−34 ± 17 (−84 to−12)
26 ± 6 (13 to 38)
7 ± 11 (−20 to 27)

18.9 ± 4.3 (10 to 27)

27.6 ± 2.4 (22 to 33)

−22.7 ± 11 (−49 to −0.8)

Total consumers

−2 ± 12 (−45 to 32)
2 ± 2 (−1 to 8)

−8 ± 31 (−41 to 135)
39 ± 17 (−2 to 67)
−2 ± 2 (−34 to 184)

152 ± 245 (−61 to 918)

92 ± 187 (−53 to > 500)

8 ± 42 (−6 to 268)
−33 ± 15 (−80 to −2)

Pelagic fish/sharks

1 ± 11 (−23 to 32)
3 ± 2 (0.8 to 8)

15 ± 35 (−12 to 135)
50 ± 17 (−2 to 67)
−5 ± 24 (−23 to 93)

238 ± 346 (9 to 918)

62 ± 72 (−0.5 to 198)

0.6 ± 2 (−4 to 4)
−31 ± 14 (−54 to −2)

Demersal fish/sharks

1 ± 11 (−23 to 15)
2 ± 2 (−1 to 7)

10 ± 13 (−33 to 10)
44 ± 6 (38 to 50)
−4 ± 20 (−26 to 9)

88 ± 177 (61 to 509)

94 ± 74 (−34 to 198)

1 ± 2 (−2 to 4)
Not assessed

Invertebrates

−3 ± 4 (−9 to 2)
2 ± 2 (−1 to 3)

10 ± 40 (−39 to 100)
39 ± 13 (8 to 56)
−15 ± 53 (−23 to 184)

14 ± 7 (5 to 20)

184 ± 356 (7 to > 500)
−37 (lobster)

10 ± 85 (−6 to 269)

TEP species

−10 ± 18 (−45 to 10)
3 ± 2 (0.5 to 5)

−3 ± 25 (−41 to 57)
21 ± 20 (−2 to 48)
−3 ± 12(−23 to 5)

Not assessed

39 ± 94(−53 to 170)

−0.4 ± 1 (−2 to 2)
−50 ± 26 (−80 to −17)

projections and maps for all species are included in a technical
report (Fulton et al., 2018a).

Global Model Outputs
The benthic-pelagic size spectrum model projected temporal
(5-year) changes in the relative biomass of 6 size-based
ecological groups to the RCP8.5 scenario for each of the
assessment regions (Figure 5). The ecological group with the
most consistent decrease, typically <10%, across all regions
was pelagic predators >10 cm (all age groups combined)
with biomass declining in all regions except the Gulf of
Carpentaria. In contrast, benthic detritivores >30 cm were
projected to increase in all regions, though again only by
modest amounts (typically < 10%). Total system biomass
was projected to decrease in all regions, although there was
variability in this general trend across spatial regions (e.g.
the Torres Strait and oceanic areas across much of southern
Australia increased).
Across all regions, the ensemble of dynamic bioclimate
envelope model simulations projected declines in relative
abundance for most species, with only 31 species projected to
increase (Figure 4C). The species with high model confidence,
that were projected to be among the most negatively impacted
from climate change included: blue endeavor prawn (regions 1,
3, and 4), bartail flathead (regions 1, 2, 3, and 5), big eye tuna
(region 3 and 5), dusty whaler (regions 3 and 4), golden snapper
(region 2), giant trevally (region 4), and queenfish (region
5). Key Commonwealth fishery species that were predicted
to see large positive increases in relative abundance due to
climate change only, with moderate to high model confidence,
included Australian sardine (regions 1 and 5), gemfish (region
1), and blue mackerel (region 5). Relative changes in abundance
for Commercial species are provided in Table 4 while model
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Inter-Model Comparisons and
Confidence
Amongst the species that are the focus of Commonwealth
fisheries there was moderate to strong agreement between
models with geographic overlap (Table 4). There was particularly
high model-model agreement for species or functional groups
that scored high in the confidence assessment (had low data
uncertainty) and where the models contained both trophic, lifehistory and distribution mechanisms. In South East Australia,
all 3 ecosystem models suggested that piscivorous shelf fishes
(including flathead, gemfish, and demersal sharks) were among
the most negatively impacted by climate change. There was
also model agreement that small pelagic fishes such as jack
mackerel, blue mackerel, anchovy, and sardine were among
those projected to increase in biomass under climate change.
In Western Australia, the EwE models projected that pink
snapper, rays and dhufish would be negatively impacted, while
reef associated zoobenthos, breaksea cod, tuna and billfish, as well
as mackerels would likely increase in biomass. In North West
Australia, the EwE-NWS projected negative impacts of climate
on bream, snappers (Lutjanids), carangids and lizard fish, and
positive relative biomass shifts on tunas, seabass and groupers
(Serranids), as well as red emperor. In the Gulf of Carpentaria, the
EwE-NPF model indicated the relative biomass of most groups,
including prawns and crabs, would likely increase with negative
impacts only projected for reef-associated carnivorous fish. For
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FIGURE 4 | Projected response types or abundance changes (sensitivities) to RCP8.5 greenhouse gas emission scenario (combined response to fisheries and
climate change) for different assessment regions around Australia based on (A,B) regional ecosystem models with trophic linkages (on functional groups), and (C)
species distribution models without trophic linkages (on individual species).

the North East Australia, the Atlantis-NEMO model projected
negative impacts on large pelagic sharks, and small planktivorous
fishes and positive impacts on macrobenthos and squid. The
EwE-EBTF projected enhanced negative responses from large

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

pelagic fishes including spearfish and swordfish. For yellowfin
and bigeye tuna they predicted opposite trends, most probably
due to assumptions with regard to diet switching. Very different
biomass trends of tropical rock lobster were projected between
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FIGURE 5 | Global benthic-pelagic size spectrum model projections of relative changes in biomass density of different model groups at 5-year intervals for each
Australian region under the RCP8.5 scenario without fishing. These model outputs therefore represent relative changes in the unexploited baseline of biomass due to
climate forcing alone.

Atlantis SE Australian simulations under dynamic fishing
management saw fewer harvested species negatively impacted by
climate change over both the short and long terms compared
to constant fishing effort that was applied to all other regional
models (Supplementary Table 1). For example, grenadier,
warehou, jack mackerel and school shark fared better in the
Atlantis SEAust dynamic fisheries and management model
(Table 4). In contrast, the results for invertebrates and TEP
species were more variable and uncertain. This reflects the
capacity of the simulated fishers and management bodies within
the model to adapt to the changing conditions and mitigate
negative outcomes.

the Atlantis-NEMO model (large increase) and the more targeted
lobster MICE (large decline).
There was often a divergence between model projections of the
regional models and the ensemble of global dynamic bioclimate
envelope models (DBEM) (which do not include any trophic
interactions), even where there was a high confidence and good
match to current observations. This was particularly true for
several small pelagic and demersal fish species, such as Australian
sardine and Eastern redfish. Moreover, the DBEM generally
tended to suggest higher sensitivity and more negative responses
than the regional models (Figure 4B). Poor or mixed agreement
between the model outputs were typically seen for shallow shelf
demersal stocks and many of the invertebrates, which are often
poorly constrained and only generally parameterized in the
trophic models (i.e., have low confidence scores). Projections of
habitat-dependent species (such as emperors and snappers) also
varied between models that did and didn’t explicitly represent
habitat connections.
Outputs from the global benthic-pelagic size spectrum model
(DBPM) can only be compared with other model outputs in
terms of relative trends of aggregated biomass of different species.
Whilst there was a large range of responses observed spatially
and across species and functional groups for each of the regional
models, there was agreement of the direction in total system
biomass with the DBPM regional outputs (Figure 5 and Table 3).
An opposite general trend seems evident for predictions of
benthic detritivores where regional ecosystem models projected
some declines in group biomasses.
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DISCUSSION
Over the next century, the marine ecosystems of Australia are
expected to exhibit some of the largest climate-driven changes in
the Southern Hemisphere (Creighton et al., 2016; Hobday et al.,
2018; Fordyce et al., 2019). Our multi-model projections provide
the most comprehensive outlook on potential climate-driven
ecological changes on Australia’s large-scale Commonwealth
fisheries stocks to date. Using multiple ecosystem models, that
encompassed different assumptions and covered the entire
Australian coastline, allowed for a broader view of the potential
futures for Australia’s fisheries – identifying the level and type
of concern for commercial stocks to climate change with an
accompanying measure of confidence. This information helps
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TABLE 4 | Inter-model comparisons of the projected likely states of concern to climate change in key commercial species at the end of 2050 and the associated level of confidence.
Fisheryˆ

BSCZSF
SPF

Region*

1
1, 2

Species

Atlantis_F
(SEAust, NEMO)

Atlantis_D
(SEAust)

EwE
EwE
(GAB, NPF, ETBF) (JB, Ningaloo, EBS)

Commercial Scallop

NA

NA

Redbait
Blue Mackerel

NA

NA

NA

NA

Jack Mackerel
Australian Sardine
SESSF

1, 2

NA

NA

NA

NA

Blue Grenadier

NA
NA

NA

NA

Tiger Flathead
Pink Ling

NA

NA

Silver/blue Warehou

NA

NA

NA

NA

Eastern Redfish
Eastern Gemfish

NA

NA

13

School Shark

NA

NA

Gulper Shark
Jackass Morwong
Orange Roughy
SBTF

2

Southern Bluefin Tuna

NA

NA

WTBF

3

Tuna (all species)

NPF

4

Banana Prawn

NA

NA

Brown Tiger Prawn

NA

NA

NA
NA

MICE

Global DBEM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

TSRLF

4, 5

Lobster

NA

NA

ETBF

1, 5

Yellowfin Tuna

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Bigeye Tuna

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
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Atlantis_F, models run under constant fisheries; Atlantis_D, SEAust model run under dynamic representation of fisheries. NA indicates that the species in that operating fisheries and region was not considered in
that model or assessment. For the DBEM model outputs, a stable response type was assumed in the assessment of likely state of concern. ˆCommonwealth fisheries include: Small Pelagic Fishery (SPF), Northern
Prawn Fishery (NPF), Eastern and Western Tuna and Billfish Fishery (ETBF and WTBF), Southern Bluefin Tuna Fishery (SBTF), Torres Strait Rock Lobster Fisheries (TSRLF), and Bass Strait Central Zone Scallop Fishery
(BSCZSF). ∗ Assessment regions: 1, South East Australia, 2, Western Australia, 3, North West Australia, 4, Gulf of Carpentaria, 5, North East Australia.
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responses may need to go further. Moreover, it is recognized
that it is challenging to explicitly incorporate climate drivers
in stock assessment models that can reliably be used in
forward projections. A preferred approach is to use Management
Strategy Evaluation (MSE) to test the robustness of Harvest
Control Rules (HCRs) to climate variability (Plagányi et al.,
2019), as applied using MICE in the Northern Prawn Fishery
(Plagányi et al., 2013).
Across our models, nine species were categorized as being of
high negative concern due to climate change, including mostly
demersal fish species and sharks. Future management plans for
stocks affected to this degree will likely need to incorporate
climate adaptation approaches that rapidly increase their
adaptive or absorptive capacity. While adaptive management
approaches used for these species are likely to facilitate some
adaptation (Melnychuk et al., 2014), further action may be
needed to provide the species greater capacity to cope with
the combined pressure of climate and other anthropogenic
pressures, such as reducing what is considered acceptable levels of
fishing pressure and/or increasing protection measures to ensure
future sustainability.
Different management approaches are recommended for
stocks that are likely to benefit from climate change and
to have highly positive responses under combined impacts
of fishing and climate change (response types PD and PE).
In our study, this categorization was given to three pelagic
fish groups (anchovy, sardine, and tuna) in the SE Australia
region which managers could seek to increase fishing effort or
promote new commercial opportunities in the future. However,
before implementing any changes to existing management, more
targeted consideration of species responses is needed, including
scrutiny of spatial variability, which although represented by
some ecosystem models (Atlantis and DBEM) are likely to need
further refinement given the level of data available to condition
these models. Our results also noted that many fishing stocks
transition through different likely states of concern over time
and are currently observed to have only undergone negligible
or low to moderate levels of change, which demonstrates the
need for fisheries management to be as flexible as possible.
The complexity of possible stock responses shown among the
ecosystem models also highlights the strong need to incorporate
uncertainty information.
Identifying, quantifying, and reporting multiple sources of
uncertainty is a key step for multiple and ensemble ecosystem
model predictions to be taken up and used effectively by
fisheries managers and policy makers (Payne et al., 2016). This
includes the inclusion of regional and global ecosystem model
results in future IPCC assessments that currently only report
results from the global ensemble of dynamic bioclimate envelope
models (DBEM) (IPCC, 2018). While such species distribution
models have been shown to provide reliable predictions of both
abundance and distribution for targeted and data-rich species
(Cheung et al., 2011), our study demonstrated large discrepancies
between these model results and those that incorporate trophic
interactions for Australia. For example, jack mackerel increases
in Atlantis-SEAust but decreases in the DBEM. Both are spatial
models, allowing for range shifts, but trophic interactions

managers and the fishing industry to be better prepared over the
next 30 years by highlighting those species that may be at risk and
those that might benefit from climate change. Results presented
here also provide recommendations that can help shape future
management and prioritize research directions – both to guide
alterations in management to allow for greater adaptation to
changes in the fisheries and to identify actions that can help
clarify what is occurring and reduce uncertainty.
Consistent with previous ecosystem modeling work, the
direction of response to climate drivers seems to be species- and
system-dependent. We found that both temperate and demersal
systems are likely to be more strongly affected by climate
change than tropical and pelagic systems which is in line with
previous vulnerability analyses (Pecl et al., 2014, and updated in
Fulton et al. (2018a)) and climate-ecosystem model assessments
(Brown et al., 2010; Fulton, 2011) of Australian ecosystems. In
addition, nearly all models in our study predicted that coastal
or shallow water species, and particularly benthic invertebrate
species, such as lobster, were among the first to respond and
to the largest extent. This probably reflects the more responsive
life-history traits of invertebrates, compared to sharks and most
fish, which make them more sensitive to sequences of stochastic
events such as marine heatwaves (Hobday et al., 2018) projected
in the immediate and near future. Some of the models were also
able to reflect that many benthic invertebrates live in shallower
waters, which may provide less buffering from temperaturedriven changes and/or are dependent on particularly vulnerable
habitats (such as reef structures or seagrass), which are more
sensitive to changes in temperature (Babcock et al., 2019),
whereas many large pelagic species are cosmopolitan and roam
over ocean basins.
Some of our single and multiple model results suggest that
the coming decades may prove to be challenging for Australian
fisheries operators and managers, particularly as there is a strong
reliance on seafood sourced from demersal food webs. All
regional models in this study showed that the combined effects
of fishing and climate change are often non-additive (synergistic
or antagonistic), as has been shown previously for south eastern
Australia (Griffith et al., 2012; Fulton and Gorton, 2014) and in
other areas of the world (Mackinson et al., 2009; Travers-Trolet
et al., 2014; Fu et al., 2018). Our categorization of the responses of
species groups to climate drivers, and the interplay with fisheries
on the ecosystem, can be used to prioritize management decisions
at a species and regional level. For fishing stocks ranked as high
negative concern, the utilization of combined ecosystem-based,
adaptive and co-management approaches are likely to be the best
ways of enabling climate change adaption, as they have already
been shown to be particularly promising in Australian fisheries
(Ogier et al., 2016).
From our study, biomass changes most likely to worry
management and fishing industry are those to do with climate
mediated declines where a species decline only occurs, or is
greater, under scenarios of climate change rather than just
fisheries alone (response types ND and NE). While including
recognition of climate effects in assessments (e.g. Wayte, 2013;
Ianelli et al., 2016) and on reference points (Holsman et al.,
2016) is a direct means of folding in climate considerations,
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of model-model discrepancy were noted for data-poor lowertrophic and invertebrate functional groups with less taxonomic
resolution. For such data-poor species assessment tools such as
qualitative models (e.g. Dambacher et al., 2009) or trait-based
sensitivity or vulnerability assessments (e.g. Sunday et al., 2015)
are likely to provide additional or higher levels of confidence
than more complicated ecosystem model outputs alone. Another
important factor to consider is that biological data (e.g. size
at maturity, growth rates, diets) used in the ecosystem models
typically come from disparate data sources and may be out-ofdate in fast-changing areas. This also highlights the need for
all ecosystem models to be periodically updated, assessed and
refined (every 5–10 years) if they are to continue being effective
strategic tools for management and policy decision making.
Whilst not every component of the ecosystem can be studied,
rankings of data uncertainty and model confidence should be
used to determine which species or functional groups to prioritize
monitoring or data collection programs, particularly if it is
deemed to be of high level of concern. Whereas the qualitative
confidence assessments used here provided a reasonable and
rapid check when comparing model-model outputs, in the
future more rigorous pedigree routines undertaken during model
development could be used such as those presented for EwE
(Christensen et al., 2005) and Atlantis (Pethybridge et al., 2019),
in addition to the reporting of model skills statistics (e.g. Olsen
et al., 2016).
A particularly challenging source of uncertainty to account for
when comparing model outputs is related to the core assumptions
and structure of the modeling framework which includes
differences in model processes considered and taxonomic,
temporal and spatial resolution (Table 1). In this study, the
greatest model discrepancies were found between the regional
ecosystem models that represent trophic interactions and the
ensemble of dynamic bioclimate envelope models (DBEM).
Around a third of the species represented by the DBEM simulated
negative responses to climate change, while regional ecosystem
models predicted a broader range of both potential winners
and losers (Figure 4). These results suggest that indirect climate
effects through changing trophic interactions, such as changing
predation pressures, play an important role in mediating the
sensitivity and impacts on many marine species and thus are
crucial to consider in future climate projections. This has broader
management implications because of the complex interactions
between species and highlights the importance of using multiple
modeling approaches to explore ecosystem responses to future
climate and fisheries scenarios.
Another source of model-model discrepancy was between
some of the EwE and Atlantis regional models, particularly
for the NE Australia region. While both models were set up
with the primary purpose to assess tuna population dynamics,
the Atlantis-NEMO model domain is larger covering more
oceanic habitats. NEMO projected an increase in many of
the tunas, as they shift with the conditions and congregate
on prey fields along oceanic fronts, whereas the EwE-EBTF
model (which was forced by a primary production anomaly
estimated for a static geographic location) saw the same
tuna species decline. Such a result demonstrates the value in

(starting from interannually variable seasonal plankton blooms
in Atlantis) enable the pelagic food web, including jack mackerel,
to be supported and this compensates for any loss in individual
response rates due to thermal conditions moving into suboptimal conditions. In contrast, the DBEM is heavily influenced
by the environmental conditions alone. Only by stepping through
and acknowledging the various major sources of uncertainty,
such as the structural uncertainty introduced by the processes
that are or are not represented, will we be able to obtain more
robust and meaningful ecosystem and species projections.
The first source of uncertainty to consider is that related to
climate projections of the ocean forecasting or global climate
model(s). All climate models typically predict temperature with
much more confidence than primary production (Laufkötter
et al., 2015) which has notable flow-on effects to the different
ecosystem models. For example, drops in production were
projected by the coupled OFAM-production model for many
of the EwE model domains. However, while Atlantis did see
declines and changes in plankton composition, that were in
rough alignment with what was seen in the OFAM-production
model it was not an exact match – partly due to a different
spatial resolution, but also due to additional variability induced
by top-down, predator mediated processes not represented in
the OFAM-production model. This is not to say Atlantis is
more accurate than the OFAM-production model, just that it
highlighted another potential source of uncertainty. In addition,
the spatio-temporal scale at which climate projections are
provided have flow-on implications with higher confidence likely
provided for downscaled regional than global climate models and
for those ecosystem models that reflect finer (daily to weekly
rather than monthly or seasonal) temporal dynamics. In this
study, the degree of change in the climate forcing variable
largely determined the direction and magnitude of broad system
outputs of the regional ecosystem models which has been noted
in other ensemble ecosystem modeling studies (Thuiller et al.,
2019). In some regions, such as the Great Australian Bight,
larger variability in annual mean primary productivity anomalies
meant that predicted responses of fishing stocks and other
ecosystem components were also highly variable. In contrast
there were only small changes in primary productivity and
thus biomass projected in eastern Bass Strait, Torres Strait,
and Ningaloo Reef EwE model domains. In regions where
primary production is predicted to increase, typically we saw
an increase in commercially harvested and TEP species under
the climate change scenario, as observed by Brown et al. (2010).
In the future, uncertainty of climate model projections should
be incorporated by undertaking multiple ecosystem modeling
runs that span upper and lower confidence intervals of the
climate model outputs.
Uncertainty related to the availability and quality of data or
knowledge used to parameterize ecosystem models needs to be
carefully considered, even where there is good model-model
agreement. Acknowledgment of such uncertainty is important
because previous work has shown that ecosystem models can
be quite skillful, but in the absence of data for a specific group
they may only be producing a plausible system not one reflective
of reality (Olsen et al., 2016). In this study, higher incidences
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human adaptation, and sustainable, economically viable fisheries
can be maintained over the next few decades with little
radical change for many species. However, to have “ensemble
level” confidence in these results more models will need to
include dynamic representations of fishing and management
activities.
While we recognize that greater uncertainty quantification
is needed, our model projections and assessments of the likely
state of concern and model confidence do provide new insight
into how Australia’s fishing stocks may respond to projected
climate change in the future. These findings are much more
relevant to regional fisheries management around Australia than
those previously provided by the FISH-MIP global studies. The
high occurrences of low confidence projections in this study,
typically associated with data-poor species, clearly point to the
need for greater data collection and research on lower trophic and
invertebrate species around much of Australia. Low confidence
rankings for species or groups classified to be of high concern,
such as commercial scallops, should be prioritized by managers
for monitoring and data collection programs. For data-rich
and often more taxonomically resolved species, we recommend
using a similar assessment framework to that developed here.
This includes classifying the species state of concern based on
both changes in sensitivity but also the type of response of
the climate impacts compared to combined effects of climate
and fisheries. Rankings of high concern can be used to directly
prioritize which stocks to apply climate adaptation measures
to potentially review levels of fishing pressure. This study has
highlighted the importance of representing key trophic and
human interactions in addition to physiological processes (such
as species tolerance limits) and responses to environmental
variability in models used to project species biomass changes
under climate change. Certainly, the complexity of possible
species responses shown among our different models and the
increasing importance of environmental drivers means that
current approaches for advising on acceptable catch levels
may be insufficient for understanding stock patterns under
climate change and would benefit from strategic consideration
of projections from ecosystem models. Considering outputs
from a multiple or ensemble ecosystem modeling approaches
should assist managers in understanding the most important
climate feedbacks and the range of model sensitivity estimates.
In future studies, we suggest greater effort should be put into
obtaining quantified estimates of uncertainty by running all
models under a range of plausible parametrizations for key
ecological processes (e.g. different diet compositions) and various
scenarios (including a greater suite of climate drivers, potential
human impact effects, and socioeconomic characteristics). For
example, development of multispecies and trait-based size
spectrum models for use in climate projections (WoodworthJefcoats et al., 2019) has focused on testing the effects of
alternative climate processes and mechanisms as well as the
use of statistical models to quantify their contribution toward
uncertainty (Reum et al., 2020). Such advances, in addition
to those discussed above, will provide more confidence in the
robustness of individual, multiple and ensemble ecosystem model
projections of the future.

acknowledging that inconsistency in the degree of spatial overlap
and resolution, or vastly different representation pf physical
forcing and ecological processes (trophic interactions, dispersal,
phenology, habitat associations and socioeconomics), will create
very different responses for particular species for which these
processes are important and should be reflected in confidence
ratings provided alongside projected outcomes. Extending the
EwE models by implementing their spatial modules (Ecospace)
may address the spatially mediated results where prey availability
influences abundance and lead to less divergence in outcomes
(Steenbeek et al., 2013; Christensen et al., 2014). However, that
is not guaranteed for species such as squids and mesopelagics,
where depth mediated processes are involved (which Ecospace
does not resolve) or if the responses are due to bottom-up
primary production processes. Another discrepancy was the
opposing direction of change in the biomass of tropical rock
lobster projected by the MICE (decline) and the AtlantisNEMO (increase) model, demonstrating that managers should
acknowledge model confidence rankings. High rankings were
given to projections of the MICE as it is focused on representing
the main species relevant processes and environmental drivers
and is closely fit to data, whereas very limited empirical data was
used to represent lobster (as 1 of 58 groups) in the NEMO model,
with mortality due to heat stress also not modeled.
A final source of uncertainty stems from being able to reflect
in ecosystem models the adaptive capacity of human users and
the role of management in mitigation or even interventionist
actions. Representing adaptive HCRs is a useful elaboration many
models could include, even if the HCRs are applied using simple
measures of fishing mortality F such as dynamic location choice
method (Plagányi et al., 2013), rather than explicitly modeling
the full fishing effort dynamics which can include different fleets
and gear types (as can occur in Atlantis, Fulton et al., 2014).
A lot of attention in fisheries science and ecosystem modeling
has gone into capturing dynamic ecological responses, less so
into human dynamic responses. Over the past couple of decades
the number of bioeconomic and effort dynamics models have
grown considerably (e.g. Nielsen et al., 2018), but currently few
ecosystem models are capable of representing socio-economics
and human behavior, with the Atlantis-SEAust model being
one of the first. This is a rapidly advancing space, with many
more models likely to have some capacity in this area in the
near future, benefiting from increased attention being placed on
understanding fisher behavior and the feedback between human
users and ecosystem dynamics (e.g. Van Putten et al., 2018;
Bourdaud et al., 2019).
The move to more consideration of human components is
important as comparison between the Atlantis-SEAust model
run with a fixed fishing mortality and with dynamically
responding fisheries illustrated that there is the capacity to
avoid fisheries activities amplifying climate effects through
adaptive management and autonomous fisher responses. Some
of the model responses included shifting fishing patterns
(spatially or in terms of species fished) and management
restructuring to support ongoing recovery from past overfishing
and relieving pressure on species declining due to climate
change. The Atlantis-SEAust model also illustrated that with
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